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 Sage 200c Rapid Purchase Invoice Entry 

@TalkngSag200 Sage 200c Rapid Purchase Invoice Entry 

Sage 200c introduces a Rapid Purchase Invoice entry screen. This is like the batch entry function within Sage 50 and brings a 
quicker way of entering multiple purchase invoices into Sage 200. 

This is for direct purchase ledger entry and not for matching invoices to Purchase orders. 

 
Screenshot from Sage 200 Desktop Help 

Each invoice is entered on a separate line of a grid based form, and you can enter invoices for different suppliers.  

If your invoice is being analysed to more than one nominal account and / or VAT Rate you should enter the detail as a separate 
line (with the value applicable to the line analysis).  

When you post the invoices, any lines with the same Supplier, Date, Due Date, Reference and 2nd Ref are posted as a single 
transaction. 

 

Hot Keys 

Rapid Purchase Invoice has been designed with quick data entry in mind. As such entry does not have to be via mouse and the 
Tab key. There are several Hot Keys available. There is a ‘Show Hot Keys’ button to display the available actions. 

 

Key Function 

F2 Change the exchange rate. 

F4 Select from drop-down lists and select check boxes. 

If a column already contains data, you'll need to delete it first. For example, if you want to change a nominal 
code, you'll to need to delete the entered code and then press F4. 

F6 Copy the cell above.  

This is useful if you're entering several invoices with similar details. You can use F6 to copy details from the 
line above, such as the date, supplier code, narrative, amount, nominal account . 

Shift + F6 Copy the cell above and increment by one.  

You can only use this for the date and reference fields (that end in a number). 

This is useful if you're entering invoices with consecutive dates or consecutive references. 
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F7 Insert a row. 

F8 Delete a row. 

F9 Calculate the net value. 

This is useful if you only know the gross value of your invoice.  

1. Enter the gross value in the Net column.  

2. Press F9. The Net and VAT values are calculated and entered in the correct columns.  

NB. Hot keys are limited to the Rapid Invoice Entry screen. 

 

Foreign transactions 

When entering transactions for foreign currency suppliers an additional exchange rate icon is displayed. 

 

To change the exchange rate, select the icon or use press the F2 hotkey and enter the new rate.  

As with base currency transactions, invoices can be analysed against different Nominal accounts. Lines entered for the same 
supplier are grouped together and posted as a single transaction if all of the following details are the same: Code, Date, 
Reference, 2nd Ref and Ex Rate. 

 

Duplicate transactions 

There is a ‘Check for Duplicates’ button to check the invoices you’re entering haven’t previously been posted to your supplier 

accounts. A warning symbol  is shown where a transaction has the same Code, Date, Reference or 2nd reference.  

It is only a warning and if required you can still post the transaction if needed. 

NB. This only checks against transactions which have previously been posted, and not those currently entered in this screen 
waiting to be posted. 

 

Other considerations 

Transaction Analysis – If enabled then the transaction analysis field will be displayed (marketing campaign below). 

 

Authorisation – If Purchase Ledger Authorisation is enabled then this will function accordingly with a tick box for Authorisation. 
This can be unticked, but a prompt will display if the value is above the Authorisation limit. 

 

Project Analysis – Invoices cannot be analysed against Projects. The Single Invoice option is still available for this. 

Hide Columns – The Hide columns button allows you to hide columns which are not applicable (E.g. you may not use foreign 
currency so there is no requirement to display the Exchange Rate). You are only able to do this whilst the grid is clear. 


